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	Black Hat Physical Device Security: Exploiting Hardware and Software, 9781932266818 (193226681X), Syngress Publishing, 2005
Attacking & Defending Physical Devices for Software and Hardware EngineersThe security devices of today are much more complex than those long ago. While some still are just electronic transistors, diodes, capacitors and resistors, many now have software and communication-based features. Easy-to-use and easy-to-deploy, microprocessors and hard drives are common and used in car Global Positioning Systems (GPS), telephones, and even portable video game systems. Black Hat Physical Device Security looks at the risk involved with network hardware, home security, security installation companies, biometric devices, and much more. This is the book that answers the questions:
	How can I protect against physical device exposures if I already have these systems in place?
	How do I factor risk from not having a secure method of communication over a network that is not trusted?
	I have one or more tools that I use to test for these types of exposures in software and hardware that we manufacture. Do I need to do more than that?
	So much of the data that I would record through monitoring can be spoofed, so why record it at all?
	Can you break any embedded device with physical access?
	If we place high-level communication processes within our devices, isn't that creating more problems then simply plugging wires that carry raw signals into these devices?


And many more... Table of Contents:The Enveloping ParadigmInheriting Security ProblemsInformation SecurityMitigating ExposuresMonitoring Software ExposuresTaking a Hard Look at HardwareAuthenticating PeopleMonitoring and Detecting DeviationsNotifying SystemsTerms In ContextFactoring By Quadratic Relationships: A ConstructionFactoring Source Code For Fun
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Precision EngineeringMcGraw-Hill, 2008
The Latest Techniques of Ultra-Precise Manufacturing  for Creating Mechanical, Electronic, and Optical Products
Precision Engineering gives expert guidance on the application of manufacturing to micro and nano levels, using state-of-the-art miniaturization technology. The book fully explores these new in-demand...


		

Communicate Effectively (The McGraw-Hill Professional Education Series)McGraw-Hill, 2007

	This hands-on, concise guide gives you 24 proven techniques for communicating clearly and managing conflicts. It features guidelines for everything from sharing information and gathering input from employees to handling disagreements to conducting results-driven meetings and presentations.
...

		

Cisco Network Design Solutions for Small-Medium BusinessesCisco Press, 2004
Maximize the potential of your small-medium business network  with effective design solutions that cover network security, IP telephony,  unified communications, wireless networks, and CRM.

	
    Design and implement effective network solutions by mastering  the design process that is used by...







	

Encyclopedia of Infectious Diseases: Modern MethodologiesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
New multidisciplinary approaches that are changing our understanding of infectious diseases    

    Discover how the application of novel multidisciplinary, integrative approaches and technologies are dramatically changing our understanding of the pathogenesis of infectious diseases and their treatments. Each article...


		

150 Best Jobs for Your Skills (Jist's Best Jobs)JIST Works, 2007

	150 Best Jobs for Your Skills identifies the top ten skills that are the most important in today’s economy, based on data from the U.S. Department of Labor and the latest O*NET. It helps job seekers find a fulfilling job and students explore their future career options by focusing on the 50 most promising jobs for each skill. It...


		

Microsoft Office Professional 2013 for Touch Devices Plain & SimpleMicrosoft Press, 2013

	
		Learn the simplest ways to get things done with Microsoft® Office 2013 for Tablets

	
		Get the full-color, visual guide that makes learning Microsoft Office 2013 on your touch-enabled devices plain and simple! Follow the book’s easy steps and screenshots and clear, concise language to learn the simplest ways to get...
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